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The limiting value of the lower bound for iI in 
c+c.ois 

(19) as 

H(R) - /21(E) = 3 log, cP/&. 

instead of two variables. Jelinek [8] has shown that the 
Lagrange multiplier method [4], [S] of evaluating the rate- 
distortion function for balanced distortion measures can 
be extended to nonbalanced measures. In a sense, the 
Chernoff bounding method of Lemmas 1 and 2 takes the 
place of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions in the Lagrange 
multiplier method. However, the assumption of row balance 
plays an important role in the proof of Lemma 1. It is not 
clear whether this assumption can be relaxed in the same 
way that the corresponding assumption of column balance 
was relaxed by Jelinek [S]. 

As is well known, this coincides with R(E) for 0  < E i rr2. 
As in the previous example, it is possible to obtain the 

bound of Lemma 4 by an alternative method. In this case, 
the set G(t,r) is just a  sphere in RN with radius (Nt)“‘. 
Hence y[G(t,x)] is the volume of this sphere, 

p[G(t,x)] = s  . 

An application of Stirling’s formula to this expression gives 
an expression that agrees with the bound in (16) (up to 
factors that do not increase exponentially with N). 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

For certain classes of distortion measures we have suc- 
ceeded in establishing generalizations of the Kraft in- 
equality. As is the case with the Kraft inequality for unique 
decipherability, the inequality is independent of any par- 
ticular probability distribution on the source and depends 
only on the fidelity of reproduction according to our 
definition of .s-decodability. This separation of fidelity from 
source probability may sometimes be useful. 

It does not seem possible to get a simple extension of the 
Kraft inequality for all distortion measures. Some assump- 
tion, like row balance in the discrete case or a difference 
measure in the continuous case, seems necessary in order to 
permit treatment of d(cQ) as a function of one variable 

It is conceivable that tighter versions of the Kraft in- 
equality exist in those cases where our lower bound on 
mean length does not coincide with the rate-distortion 
function. In any case, the versions presented here have the 
virtue of simplicity. 
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Enumerative Source 
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Abshact-Let S be  a  given subset  of binary n-sequences. W e  provide 
an  explicit scheme for calculating the index of any  sequence in S according 
to its position in the lexicographic ordering of S. A simple inverse 
algorithm is also given. Particularly nice formulas arise when  S is the 
set of all n -sequences of weight k and  also when  S is the set of all sequences  
having a  given empirical Markov property. Schalkwijk and  Lynch have 
investigated’ the former case. The  envisioned use of this indexing scheme 
is to transmit or store the index rather than the sequence,  thus resulting 
in a  data compression of (log\Sl)/n. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ET {O,l}n denote the set of binary n-sequences and let 
L  x = (Xl&,. . . ,x,) denote a generic element of this 
set. Let S be a subset of {O,l}“. Define n, to be the number of 
elements in S and let IZ~(X~,X~,* . .,xk) denote the number of 
elements in S for which the first k coordinates are given by 
h,xz,- * .,Xk). 

By lexicographic ordering we mean the ordinary dic- 
tionary ordering under the interpretation that 0  < 1. More 
formally, x < y if xk < yk for the least index k such that 
Xk # y,. For example, 00101 < 00110. 

The following formula provides the desired 1 - 1  lexico- 
graphic mapping S --f {0,1,2;.., JSJ - l}. 

Proposition I: The lexicographic index of x E S is given 
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bY For example, for w = 3, n = 7, 

i,(x) = i xjn&1,x2,' * ',xj- l,O>- j=l (1) i(1000101) = (3 + (3 + (J 

Proof: Words with prefix (xl,xZ, * * *,Xj- i,O) lexico- =20+1+0=21 
graphically precede words with prefix (xl,xZ; * *,Xj- l,l). 
For eachj such that xj = 1, we simply count the number 
of elements of S, given by y~~(xr,x~; * *,xj- 1,0), which first 

i(1110000) = (;) + (;) + (9 

differ from x in the jth term and therefore have lower 
lexicographic index. By adding these numbers for j = 

= 20 + 10 + 4 = 34, 

1,2; * . ,n, we eventually count all the elements in S of which is in agreement with 
lower index than x. 

The extension of these results to arbitrary finite alphabet ns - 1=; 
0 

- 1 = 34. 

sizes is immediate. The formula is as follows. 
Proposition 2: The lexicographic index of x E S c This function is quite simple to compute, as is its inverse. 

{1,2,3;. . ,M}” is given by The resulting data compression is approximately H(w/n), 
where H is the entropy function. 

The inverse function is also easily calculated. 
Here is the inverse for Proposition 1. 
Inverse Algorithm: Let i and S be given. The following 

algorithm finds x such that i,(x) = i. 
Step I: If i > ns(0) set xi = 1 and set i = i - ns(0); 

otherwise set x1 = 0. 

Suppose that even this encoding scheme is considered too 
complex by virtue of the complexity of the calculation of 
(‘& or in the general case, the calculation of ns(xl,xz, * . . , 
x,,O). The obvious answer is to approximate (1) or n,(x,, 
X2,’ * *,xk,O) by suitable functions of low complexity. Any 
integer upper bound will do, but sufficiently loose bounds 
will diminish the compression, although the mapping will 
still be invertible and no information will be lost. 

Step 2: For k = 2;**,n, if i > n,(xI,x,;..,x,-,,O) 
set xk = 1 and set i = i - &x1,x2,. * 1 ,x,- r,O) ; otherwise 
sit Xk = 0. 

II. SOME APPLICATIONS 

Example l-Enumeration of All Binary n-Sequences: 

The indexing scheme for sequences of length n and weight 
w is well known in the combinatorial literature (see, e.g., 
Lehmer [I]). The author does not know whether the 
general scheme of Proposition 2 has been previously pub- 
lished, although the idea seems to be implicit in any lexico- 
graphic indexing scheme. The derivation of the mapping of 
Example 2 for data compression has been given by Lynch 

s = (O,l}n. 

Then ns(x1,x2, * * * ,xJ = 2n-k, and 

[2] and Schalkwijk [3] ( see also Davisson [4]). Schalk- 
wijk’s interesting paper provided the impetus for the gen- 
eralized applications we are presenting here. The following 

(2) 
application is not found elsewhere. 

Example 3: 

The inverse function of i is the standard base-two expansion 
XIX2 * * * x,, of the integer i. There is nothing new here. s = x E {OJ}“: ,c 

i 
~c~lxi-w~ <ml. 

Example 2-Enumeration of Sequences of Weight w: 
Here we wish to enumerate (in order) all the sequences for 

s = (x E {OJ}“: j$l xj = w] . which the number of l’s lies in the interval [w - m , 
w + m ]. The application to the compression of a Bernoulli 

Here source with parameter p is obvious: simply setting w = np 
and m  = (w(n - w)/n)l/‘a guarantees Pr {S} z 2(1 - @ (CC)). 

n&,x2,* * *,xk-J9 = Thus a compression H(p) can be achieved with probability 

where 
approximately one by an appropriate moderately large 
choice of a. 

k-l 

n(w,k) = W  - C Xj In this example 
j=l 

since there are only this number of ways of placing the 
wtm 

ns(x1,x2, * - * ,xk-b”) = c (5) 
t=lV--m 

last n(w,k) l’s in the last n - k terms of the sequence. 
Therefore, Thus the index of x is given by 

(4) is(x) = i “f xk 
k=O f=w--m 

(6) 
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Thus, for w = 3, m  = 1, i,(11000110) = (3 + (z) + (i) + 
(3 + (9 + (3 + (3 + (3 = 115. 

Example 4-Enumerat ion of Permutations: Let S be the 
set of all permutations of the integers { 1,2, * . * ,n}. Suppose 
that we wish to enumerate the n! elements of S lexico- 
graphically. Thus, for example, i(1,2, * * . ,n) = 0, and 
i(n, 12  - l;.*, 1) = n ! - 1. Given the permutation (xi, 
X2,’ * * ,x,), let ri equal the number of elements Xj, j = 
i + 1, i + 2;.*, n, such that xj < Xi. Then by Proposi- 
tion 2, 

i(x1,x2, * * * J,) = i r,(n - i)!. 
i=l 

This is precisely Lehmer’s [I] enumeration formula for 
permutations. 

Example 5-Enumerat ion of Monotone Functions: This 
problem was suggested by the recent work of Elias [S] on 
simple encodings for monotone functions. Elias’ encodings 
are only slightly less efficient in the length of the encoding 
than the optimal encoding given here and are recommended 
for certain practical applications. 

Let F: {0,1,2,. . * ,m} -+ {0,1,2,. * * ,n} be an integer-valued 
function. We  shall say that F  is monotone nondecreasing if 
F(i) < F(i + l), i = O,l;.., m  - 1; and we shall say 
that F  is strictly monotone if F(i) < F(i + l), i = O,l,. * +, 
m  - 1. Finally, F  will be said to be a distribution function 
if F(m) = n. We  consider the following four separate 
enumeration problems : 

8, = {F: F  monotone nondecreasing) 
9, = (F: F  monotone nondecreasing 

distribution function} 
%-3 = (F: F  strictly monotone} 
%4  = {F: F  strictly monotone distribution function}. 

Clearly %-, c %z _c %1  and %a  E %-, s % i. 
Now let C,(m,n) denote the number of elements in %,, 

where the functions F  have domain {O,l, * * * ,m} and range 
{O,l; . . ,n}. To determine C,(m,n), define the jumps ni = 
F(i) - F(i - l), i = 1,2,. * . ,m, and define n,, 1  = n  - 
F(m). Note that n,+l = 0 if F  is a  distribution function 
and also that ni 2 0 and n, 2 1 imply weak and strict 
monotonicity, respectively. It can be seen that C,(m,n) is 
the number of integer solutions of 

m+l 

(k = 1): jgl nj = n, 

(k = 2): j$I nj = n, 

m+1 

(k = 3): c nj = n  + 1, nj 2  1 
j=l 

(k = 4): j$I nj = n, nj 2  1. 

The number of solutions of these equations is simply the 
number of ways of placing a given number of balls in a 

given number of cells and can be found by an argument in 
Feller [6, pp. 38, 391 to be 

G(m) = ( 
n+m+l 

m+l ) 

C,(m,n) = n  ‘, m  
( 1  

n+l 
G(m,n) = m  + 1  ( ) 

C,(m,n) = It, . 
0  

To define a lexicographic ordering on %  we shall say 
F, < F2  if 3k E {0,1,2;.*, m  - l} such that F,(i) = 
F,(i), i I k, F,(k + 1) < F2(k + 1). The key observa- 
tion is that the number of monotone functions for which 
F(O),F(l),* . . ,F(k - 1) are fixed and F(k) > r is simply 
Ci(m - k, n  - r - 1); i.e., the number of monotone func- 
tions with domain {O,l, * . *, m  - k} and range {O,l, * . *, 
n - r}. We apply Proposition 2 to count the number of 
functions having a higher index than F  and then subtract 
this from the total number of functions in %k to obtain the 
following expression for the index of F  in % “,: 

ik(F) = C,(m,n) - 1 - 2  C,(m - i, n  - F(i) - l), 
i=O 

k = 1,2,3,4. 

Thus, for example, there are (3 = 4 strictly monotone 
functions and (4 = 20 weakly monotone functions from 
{0,1,2} to {0,1,2,3}; and i,(O,1,2) = il(O,O,O) = 0. 

Example 6-Enumerat ion of Convex Functions F: (O,l, 
*..,rn} + {O,l;.* ,n}: The local nature of the definition 
of convex functions yields a nice application of Proposition 
2. The results, found with Bolour, will not be given here. 

Many other examples can be given, but we shall proceed 
to one last example in which there is some empirical 
dependence among the terms of the sequence. 

III. APPLICATION TO MARKOV PROCESSES 

The following application is given because of its utility 
in encoding Markov processes and not because of its ease 
of derivation. We  envisage the use as follows. Let v denote 
the sequence statistics given in (7). First an encoding of 
v = (vo19v1o~voo~ v 11 ) (requiring at most 4 log n bits) will be 
given, followed by an encoding of x E S,. This will result 
in a compression of x that is arbitrarily close to the optimal 
compression of a  first-order stationary Markov source 
having statistics corresponding to v. The difference comes 
from the asymptotically negligible (4 log n)/n bits per sym- 
bol necessary to encode v. If v is known a priori, there is no 
loss whatsoever. The encoding of the statistics% of the se- 
quence is similar to the idea of universal codes in Babkin 
[7] and Shtarkov and Babkin [8]. 
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Define the number of 01, 10, 00, and 11 blocks in x by 
n-l 

VOl = C G%+l 
i=l 

I 
II-1 

VlO = c - xixi + 1 
i=l 

VOO = .C RiRi+l 
i=l 

n-l 

Vll = c xixi+ 1’ 
i= 1 

(7) 

Let 
v = (vo1,vlo~voo~vll). (8) 

Let S = S, denote the set of all x E {O,l}” satisfying (7). 
Remark: By definition we see that vol + vlo + voo + 

VI1 = n - 1. Note also that a 2-state stationary Markov 
process, with transition probabilities Pi,, has 

E{voJ = (n - ~)POIPIO/(POI + PIO) 

Ehol = (n - l)plo~oll(~ol + plo) 

E{vool = (n - ~)PooP~o/(P~~ + plo) 

%,I = (11 - ~)PIIPOI/(POI + ~101. (9) 

From this it can be seen that the statistics pij of the process 
are completely recoverable from E(v). Finally, for ergodic 
processes (poo # 1, pll # l), v + E(v) with probability 
one. Thus almost all sample functions x = (x1,x2, * * .,x,,) 
will have v(x) near E(v). This is made explicit in the 
Shannon-MacMillan theorem (Ash [9, p. 1971). 

We shall introduce the definition 

g(v) = number of sequences x satisfying (7) for which xl = 0. 

(10) 
Thus g(v) = nsv (0) in the previous notation. 

The critical calculation of g is given by the following 
lemma. 

Finally, applying the fundamental counting result of 
Proposition 1 in Section I, we have the following calcula- 
tion of the index of x in the set S = S,, of all sequences 
with Markov property v. 

Proposition 3 : 

is(x) = i XkdV - e%Xz,’ * *,xk-l,~k)), 
k=l 

where 2,‘ = 1 - x,. 
Proof: We observe from (7) that v = v(xl, + * * ,x,) = 

v(x1, * - * ,xk) + v(& * * ’ ,x,). Thus a sequence (X,,z, + 1, * * * ,z,) 
will be an acceptable termination of (x1,x2,. . . ,Xk) (i.e., 
V(X1,’ - * ,jzk,zk+ 1, ’ - * ,z,) = v and hence (xl;. ‘,&zk+l,. . ., 
z,) E S,,) if and only if v(X,,z,+ l,. . * ,z,) = v - v(xl,x2, * * 1, 
%k). Since g counts the number of continuations for a given 
v for which the first term is zero, and since x,g = 0 unless 
?k = 0, the proposition follows. 

Proposition 4: The number of elements in S, is given by 
g(vo1~vlo,~oo,vll) + g(vlo~vo1~vll~voo). 

Proof: The number of sequences with initial term 1 
and property v is simply the number of sequences with 
initial term 0 and property v” = (vlo,vol,vil,voo); as is easily 
seen by complementing all the O’s and 1’s. Thus g(v) counts 
the elements in S, with initial term 0, and g(i;) counts the 
elements in S, with initial term 1. 

Comment: The inverse function i -+ x is easily calculated 
by the recurrence algorithm in Section I. 

Example: Consider the sequence x = (0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0). ,1,>,,, 
Here v(x) = (vol,vlo,voo,vll) = (2,2,1,2). The equivalence 
class S, hasg(2,2,1,2) + g(2,2,2,1) = (i)(:) + ($)(:) = 9 + 
12 = 21 elements. The index of x in S, is given by 

i(x) = x29W,W + w(L1,L2) + w(l,L-Ll) 

+ x,c7wA0,l) 

= (3 (f) + (f) (i) + O + O 
Lemma 1: =3+2=5. 

dvo19~lo,voo,vll) = 

(voo;ovlo) (vll;l”; 1) ) 

vol = vlo or vol = vlo + 1 
0, otherwise. 

(11) 
Proof: v(x) = v, xl = 0, implies there are vlo + 1 

runs of O’s and vol runs of l’s; and also that there are a 
total of vlo + voo + 1 O’s and vol + vll 1’s. Since the 
runs of O’s and l’s alternate, beginning with a run of O’s, 
we have g = 0 unless vol = vlo or vol = vlo + 1. 

Now from Feller [6, pp. 36-371 we know that there are 
ym:ll) positive integer solutions to rl + r2 + * f * + r, = r. 
Thus there are (ylOy:OVOO ) ways to choose the (nonzero) run 
lengths of the O’s and (yloVI::l; ‘) ways to choose the run 
lengths of the 1’s. The choices can be made independently, 
and they completely characterize the sequence x. Then (11) 
results and the lemma is established. 

Thus there are 5 sequences in S, that are lexicographically 
less than x. We verify the calculation by exhibiting the first 
few elements in S,. 

v = (vo1,vlo,voo,vll) = G2,1,4: 

00101110 i=O 
00110110 i= 1 
00111010 i=2 
01001110 i=3 
01011100 i=4 

x=0 110 0 110 i=5 
01101100 i=6 
01110010 i=7 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
11101001 i = 20. 

Hence, since an arbitrary integer in {O,l, * . . ,20} can be 
expressed with 5 binary digits, we can compress the se- 
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quences in S, from length 8 to length 5. By using Stirling’s 
approximation on (11) and counting the elements of S,, 
using Proposition 4, we obtain an approximate compres- 
sion ratio of l/n[(v 00 + vlo)~(vlol(voo + VlO)) + (Vll + 

vol)H(vol/(voo + v,,))], the same as would be obtained 
from a Markov process with corresponding statistics. 
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A 2-Cycle Algorithm for Source Coding W ith 
a F idelity Criterion 

J. B. ANDERSON AND FREDERICK JELINEK 

Abstract-Since the birth of rate-distortion theory with the landmark 
paper  of Shannon,  research has  centered on  the extension of his theory 
to new situations and  on  the calculation of rate-distortion functions. 
Comparatively little has  been  done  toward developing efficient algorithms 
for encoding information sources at rates near  Shannon’s rate-distortion 
limit. This paper  reports one  such algorithm, the 2-cycle algorithm, 
used  with randomly chosen tree codes.  

In analyzing the 2-cycle algorithm, we present the first theoretical 
analysis of a  realizable algorithm for tree coding of sources with a  
fidelity criterion. The  algorithm may prove to be  the first practical 
method of coding whose design actually derives from rate-distortion 
theory. Analysis proceeds by  hounding methods related to difference 
equat ions and  branching processes. Upper  bounds  on  average distortion 
and  encoding work are obtained and  the latter are shown hounded  as 
long as  the coding rate exceeds Shannon’s rate-distortion function. Of 
particular interest is the stack-searched branching process bound  of 
Section IV. The  two cycles of the algorithm are descr ibed fully in terms 
of expectat ions and  probabilities, and  recursions are listed to compute 
these quantities. Concluding the paper  is numerical analysis, by  theory 
and  by  simulation, with respect to the binary i.i.d. source and  Hamming 
distortion measure.  These numerical results are sufficient to optimize 
the algorithm over its free parameters. 

I. INTRODUCTION : THE ~-CYCLE ALGORITHM 

INCE S the birth of rate-distortion theory with the land- 
mark paper of Shannon [l], research has centered on 

the extension of his theory to new situations and on the 
calculation of rate-distortion functions. Comparatively 
little has been done toward developing efficient algorithms 
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for encoding information sources at rates near Shannon’s 
rate-distortion limit. We  have studied several such algo- 
rithms used with randomly chosen tree codes and report 
here on one of these. In so doing, we introduce several new 
techniques of analysis. 

Consider a discrete memoryless source (DMS) with an 
additive measure of distortion 

d(zk,ik> = i d(zi~~i>, 
i=l 

where zk is a source sequence and ik a codeword, both of 
length k letters, taken from the source and reproducer 
alphabets, respectively. 

Definition 1: A DMS is called symmetric if the source 
distribution Q(Z) is uniform and if the distortion matrix 
[d(z$)] is such that the entries in each row and each 
column are permutations of the same set {d(O,O), . * . , 
d(0, C - 1)). W ithout loss of generality d(O,O) = 0, 
d(O,L) 2  0, 2  #  0. 
While some of our results are completely general, their 
totality applies to symmetric sources only. 

This paper concerns the performance of an algorithm 
encoding the source into codewords that can be arranged 
in a tree structure of rate R = log, d/n bits per source 
digit, with d branches stemming from each tree node and 
n codeword letters on each branch [2]. Each node is 
located by successive digits of a  path map, !n which 0 
represents an uppermost branch taken in reaching the 
node, 1 represents the next uppermost branch, etc. 

The object of the encoder is to find a path of branches 
through the tree whose letters approximate the source 


